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A totally precast/pre-stressed concrete frame building is more than aesthetically pleasing. Eliminating perimeter beams and columns, vertical architectural wall panels become exterior load-bearing members. The results: significant energy efficiencies and a fast-track building schedule.

If desired, horizontal load-bearing spandrel panels can be combined with ribbon windows. J.W. Peters has fabricated several structures cited by national design awards. Your project could be next.

P.C.I. National Award Jury: "From a space, column and leasing standpoint, the building is optimal."

Architect: Gelick Foran Associates Ltd.
Structural Engineer: Cohen-Barretto-Marchertas, Inc.
General Contractor: Oscar J. Boldt Construction Co.
Owner: Consolidated Papers
Photographer: Hedrich-Blessing
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It's a lot more than one brick on top of another.

There was a time when construction was simple. So much brick and mortar and a good strong back usually did the job.

Today's construction demands a strong commitment over a strong back. Commitment to the customer and dedication to being the best.

P. G. Miron meets the challenge of today's building needs with complete construction capabilities, design-build expertise and construction management experience.

P.G. Miron
Built on commitment, growing on performance

P.O. Box 962, Appleton, WI 54912 (414) 734-4161
The Wisconsin architectural community welcomes you, the public owner, to this issue of our magazine. The pages that follow demonstrate the scope and type of work that Wisconsin architects do for schools, cities, towns, counties and other public owners in Wisconsin. We provide our services with pride, competence, and a desire to provide you with the services you need.

What are those services? They include feasibility studies, programming, site analysis, design services, construction documents, and construction administration.

How do you choose us? We commend to your attention the centerfolded brochure in this issue of our magazine.

Eric Englund

Executive Director, WSA
Do you know these talented people?
You should!

They are the professionals from Clayton Brown & Associates. They specialize in working with Wisconsin's elected and administrative officers.

- Analyzing communities' needs.
- Formulating sound financing plans.
- Providing innovative solutions for debt issuance.
- Preparing formal presentations to rating services.
- Providing needed funding on time and at the lowest possible cost.

For prompt attention to your public financing needs call one of our professionals. Just call 414/276-2236 today!
The curved slick skin exterior of this high tech building is intended to express the sophisticated training which occurs inside using state-of-the-art computer simulators. Lounges and office space are located in the rounded south-facing portion of the building which features full-height glass block walls. Classrooms and simulator terminals are located around a central internal core which protects sensitive computer equipment. The stepped reduction of glass block in the walls reflects this separation of "public" versus "private" zones. The project has been called "a significant architectural statement" by the U.S. Navy.

The elongated curved shape allows the building to fit into an extremely tight site at the perimeter of the base. A second site has superseded the original and has brought subsequent design modifications. Construction is scheduled to be complete by spring of 1987.
When Omro's middle school building was condemned, the school district had to decide whether to build on the existing site, on a new site, or build the middle school as an addition to the high school?

Preliminary plans and cost projections by the architects helped decide on the third alternative, which led to many benefits.

Purchasing additional land wasn't necessary. The school district sold the property the old middle school had occupied.

Improvements had already been planned for the high school. Now both schools could share common facilities. One library serves both schools, as does a theatre/lecture hall and the art and home economics areas.

The central boiler was large enough to service both schools.

The high school walls hadn't been insulated. Adding the middle school transformed three exterior walls to interior walls. All new construction was well insulated.

Special staff who serve both middle and high school students are better utilized.

The 81,252-square-foot addition was built for $27.48 per square foot and long-term operating costs are much lower than for the two separate buildings.
The new Public Library is located on a corner site in a neighborhood of older homes. The building was designed to fit into the residential context by repeating and reinterpreting many of the familiar house images: sloping roofs, gable ends, the ordinary palette of wood and masonry, and the siting of the building to provide yard space.

The plan of the Library is arranged to provide one-person supervision and control from the centrally located circulation desk to all major spaces. The children's and adult's reading areas are separated but open out to a landscaped reading court. The Multipurpose Room and restrooms are located to provide separate access from the vestibule when the library is closed.

The interior of the library has an open, spacious feeling created by the cathedral ceilings and abundance of natural light. The cheerful mood of the building is achieved by a warm color palette, comfortable furnishings, and a generous use of natural oak trim.
Anyone who needs to stay current with the design industry in Wisconsin definitely reads Wisconsin Architect

Cheney Lifts provide the freedom to get up and down stairways.

THE LIBERTY™ WHEELCHAIR LIFTS enable individuals to ride safely and comfortably on a wide variety of stairways. The Lifts are so versatile they can accommodate top or bottom overruns and even go across intermediate landings.

- Optional space saver rail
- 500 pound load rating
- Mounted to one wall only
- Outdoor installations

THE HANDI-LIFT® Vertical Wheelchair Lift provides safe stairway and building access for people confined to a wheelchair. Feature for feature, it's unsurpassed for safety and versatility.

- Lifting range of 4 to 12 feet is highest in industry
- Provides a full 12 square foot platform
- Adapts to numerous indoor and outdoor applications
- 500 pound load rating...optional 750 pound load rating available.

Where a restrictive access is required, you'll find the Handi-Enclosure® unsurpassed for safety and ease of installation.

To find out more about the freedom Cheney Lifts can provide you with, call or write the Cheney Company.

Helping people help themselves

The CHENEY Company
P.O. Box 188, Dept. WA, New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 782-1100

Look for Cheney Lift products at Mitchell Field and at Midway Airport in Chicago.

COLUMBIA

A formula for vandal resistant toilet partitions

1. Melamine (which is washable & scratch resistant) is bonded chemically to a
2. Phenolic Resin Core (which meets smoke codes, is hard & strong) and equipped with
3. 11 ga Stainless Steel Hinges (tested with a 2,500 lb load) and installed with
4. Full Height Wall Brackets

by

JOHN BUEHLER COMPANY
1331 N. 29TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53208
414-344-9157

WE STOCK TOILET PARTITIONS BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SKYLIGHTS
The hangar portion consisted of a 17,000 square foot space with a 22 feet minimum clear height and a clear span of 100 feet. General offices and flight operations are housed in a low wing situated on the south wall of the hangar with classrooms, lounge, parts and maintenance being housed in a similar wing on the west side of the building. The two wings are connected by a central entrance, reception area at the south west corner of the building and contain a total of 3,800 square feet.

The hangar portion utilized a rigid frame building system with masonry walls and a standing seam metal roof. Entrance to the hangar is gained through 22 foot high and 75 foot wide motorized rolling doors on an electrically heated track.

The close working relationship between Waukesha County, A.G. Aviation, the U.S. Army Reserve and the architect led to a quality, dual purpose facility that was constructed below the initial budget. Construction started in October of 1985 and the facility was occupied on May 1, 1986.
Systematic and periodic inspections of roofing systems together with a properly designed preventive maintenance and repair program can be highly effective in prolonging membrane life and reducing overall roofing costs. This is particularly true where there are a number of buildings of various types and ages to consider.

The City of Oak Creek retained Slater Associates, Inc. to perform roof inspections and nuclear non destructive testing on all city owned buildings. The inspection team consisted of a registered architect and a nuclear technician who performed a comprehensive survey which included in addition to the usual visual inspection; a radioscopic examination to determine the relative submembrane moisture level, an examination of the structural characteristics of the building with particular attention to movement, and post construction roof penetrations. From the data gained, a report was prepared on the current condition of roofs along with appropriate technical repair and maintenance specifications.

The results of the test called for repairs on the library roof and #1 Fire Station, reroofing #2 Fire Station, the front half of the City Hall, and the municipal services building and maintenance on the remainder. The project which started in 1983 is expected to be completed by fall of 1986 and is expected to save the city an estimated $380,000 in roofing costs over the next 10 years.
In November of 1985 the City of Spooner dedicated a new City Hall to house the offices of the City clerk, the Utility Department, the Police Department, and the City Council Chambers. The Council Chambers doubles for registration and voting during elections.

This new facility replaced a City Hall building that was built during the WPA days more than 40 years ago, a Police Department housed in equal antiquity, and a space in the City Library building borrowed during elections.

The 5,032 sq. ft. one story building rests on a corner landscaped lot with the main entry to the City Hall facing one street and the entry to the Police Department facing the other street. The entire floor area is accessible to the handicapped and to the elderly with the exception of a partial basement used for storage.

The structure is wood frame with brick veneer exterior surfacing; it has heavy weight asphalt shingles, quarry tile and carpeted floors, suspended acoustical ceilings, and utilizes an elective heat pump system.
KOHLER.
The bold look sells.

It sells for you because Kohler is fundamentally bold in design, bold in variety and bold in quality. And the philosophy of the bold look goes further than our fixtures. It is also the basis of how Kohler's marketing support helps you.

Kohler presents the most aggressive and visible print and television advertising in the industry. So your customers know and respect the Kohler name. And they learn to associate that name—and yours—with quality. That quality is reflected in the broadest color range in the industry. Kohler takes you from colors that stir the senses to colors that soothe the spirit. And this year, with the new Kohler Color Coordinates Program you can mix and match colors to please your customers' tastes, or your own.

Kohler distributors in major markets insure fast delivery. And you know when you use Kohler, you use the best.

Let the bold look do your selling for you. Depend on Kohler. For more information, just contact your nearest Kohler dealer or distributor or write to: Kohler Co., Dept. RLN, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
“ATTENTION ARCHITECTS!”
FOR YOUR NEXT PLUMBING
OR HEATING PROJECT, CONSULT
WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR
LISTED HERE.

APPLETON
Baker Manufacturing Co.
550 Hickory Farm Lane
Appleton, WI 54913
Telephone: (414) 734-9284

W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
P.O. Box 1177
Appleton, WI 54912
Telephone: (414) 739-3136

GREEN BAY
Murphy Supply Co.
1055 Lake St.
P.O. Box 19310
Green Bay, WI 54310-9310
Telephone: (414) 497-7004

MADISON
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St. (53703)
P.O. Box 1151 (53701)
Madison, WI
Telephone: (608) 257-3755

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee P & H Supply Co.
1313 W. St. Paul Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53233
Telephone: (414) 273-3600

United P & H Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
P.O. Box 25342
Milwaukee, WI 53225
Telephone: (414) 464-5100

RHINELANDER
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
1672 Menominee Dr.
Rhinelander, WI 54501
Telephone: (715) 362-7824

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
2111 Engel Road
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
Telephone: (715) 421-1585
An appropriate site for a new library was found several blocks from the city hall in a transitional area between downtown and residential areas. The design harmonizes successfully with both the government building and the residential neighborhood. Two-toned brick in combination with stone trim, a rusticated base and gabled forms strongly relate the building exterior to the city hall. The architects have also recommended that the city's distinctive gray and red brick walkway pattern, which currently links the city hall with downtown, be extended to the site of the new library. An elongated one-story footprint and bay windows below the gables, reflect the modulation and scale of the residential neighborhood.

The interior recalls the city hall through details such as a wood beamed ceiling—but in an unmistakably contemporary setting. A continuous skylight, vaulted and wood framed, provides a visual focal point and organization element for the four major functions—adult public service, children's service, after-hours access, and staff offices. Integration of adult and children's areas is achieved by situating library areas in a flexible, open office format and by clustering reading rooms in the sunny curve of the bay windows.
After the devastating tornado of June, 1984, the village of Barneveld wished to create a park in memory of the people that lost their lives in that infamous storm. The village requested that the shelter take advantage of the beautiful panoramic view of the Blue Mounds area, incorporate an experimental photovoltaic system donated by Wisconsin Power and Light, and be constructed of materials that minimize maintenance costs.

This led to a two level design solution. The low level picnic area is earth sheltered on two sides to protect it from the prevailing winds and contains the mechanical equipment and rest rooms. This level is to be enclosed in the winter to serve as a warming house for ice skaters. The upper level is a combination observation/picnic area with its roof containing the photovoltaic system. The two levels are connected by a landscaped stair cut into the protective earth berm. The major building materials consist of concrete walls, steel and glue laminated timber framing, exposed laminated roof decking, and asphalt shingles.
The goal of the Milwaukee County Department of Health & Human Services was the relocation and consolidation of several public social service agencies to one location that would be easily accessible to the public and provide space for expansion. The former executive office building at the Joseph Schlitz Brewery complex was chosen to meet this need.

The challenge of programming 500 personnel into 100,000 square feet was complicated by a limited time frame and a limited budget that necessitated retaining existing walls and common circulation patterns whenever possible.

Within five months after the lease was signed, space plans were developed, furniture ordered, and the first department relocated.

The project included design of open work stations, conference rooms, record storage facilities, a cafeteria, and procurement of corresponding furniture, fixtures and equipment.
A recent example of a building remodeling which helps to transform not only the building, but in some ways the neighborhood, is the new Southeast Regional Crime Laboratory located at 11th and Lapham in Milwaukee. The firm of BHS Architects, Inc. was responsible for transforming what had been an abandoned grocery store into a highly sophisticated laboratory for crime analysis.

The State of Wisconsin which owns the building, required that the building be highly secure because it contains large numbers of firearms, drugs, and incriminating evidence. In addition, the State wanted an energy-conscious design that would serve as an example for future buildings.

The Architects' response to these needs was to create an essentially windowless building that focuses inward on a large, skylit atrium. All of the labs' offices overlook the atrium, providing visual and spacial variety for the technicians. In addition, a series of innovative energy-conscious elements were integrated into the building. The atrium allows for passive solar heat gain. Insulated panels in the atrium serve as a night blanket. The HVAC system utilizes an ice-producing machine and an ice storage pond. This will allow for production of ice during off-peak energy rates which will help lower cooling costs. The dramatic design of the building has transformed a portion of the neighborhood, while reutilizing much of the abandoned grocery store.
Detention Equipment Manufacturers Since 1921

ONLY

OFFERS

SOLID SECURITY

WITH ...

Custom and Standard Fabricating
Detention Equipment
Security Hollow Metal
Security Hardware
Bullet Resistant Plate and Glass

Throughout the United States and around the world, our specifications and details are written and designed to provide a complete security/detention section to compliment architectural plans and specifications...for jails, prisons, holding facilities, banks, embassies, commercial, industrial or military installations.

We meet your design criteria/We assist in security programming/
We provide all engineering drawings/We guarantee our products and delivery/We let our work speak for itself!


Fries Correctional Equipment, Inc.
1411 Commerce Park Drive
Tipp City, Ohio 45371
(513) 667-2471
A substantial addition and remodeling to the 1927 building was necessary to accommodate the school district's transition to housing an expanded age group. New construction primarily provides additional major areas for physical education and athletics, along with additional space for expanded course work in vocational education. Remodeling provides 14,000 sq. ft. of improved facilities for administration, arts and sciences, physical and vocational education and special ed functions.

The main gymnasium and adjunct spaces have perforated metal pan ceilings supported on the bottom chord members of roof trusses, which creates a plenum for distribution of ventilating air as well as providing a desirable level of acoustical performance. The Owner opted for a cushioned polyvinyl chloride gym flooring for its versatility in accommodating a full range of athletic activities such as tennis and track and field events in addition to the traditional indoor court sports. The gymnasium adjoins a Cafeteria/Commons which doubles as a spacious lobby during spectator events.
With construction completed at the end of May, the eighth floor of the Milwaukee County Medical Complex now houses one of the top Bone Marrow Transplant programs and facilities in the country. This unit combines medicine, technology, science and architecture into a new weapon to fight cancerous disease.

The transplant unit must provide a highly sterile environment for the patients. The design of the facility includes seven laminar flow units and three hepa-filter rooms.

Complicating matters for the architects was the fact that this was a renovation project. Taking pre-existing conditions and transforming them into such a technologically sophisticated space required specialized design capabilities.

Each laminar flow room consists of a patient area, anti room for attendants, and patient toilet room. The toilet room, to be readily disinfected, has as few seams as possible. For this reason, a tarkett material is used on the floors, base, and even on the shower stall walls. This provides a monolithic surface for repeated wet wipedown decontamination. A negative pressure design keeps the air isolated from the patient room.
The Wisconsin Foundation for VTAE commissioned the renovation of the former Weyenberg Shoe Factory, which has been donated to the foundation several years earlier.

Initial funds of $1.2 million for the project were provided by grants from the U.S. Government and City of Milwaukee. A total of $6 million will be required to complete the project.

Because the building was in severe disrepair, complete renovation was not within budgeted options. Phased alternatives were explored. The visual image of the building exterior is being upgraded by means of site improvements; landscaping; lighting; exterior wall treatments; and a strong, new main entry. A new central lobby will welcome visitors. Phase I renovation efforts are being concentrated on this area of the building.
The Dane County City-County Building Vertical Expansion had to deal with two specific issues. 1) Regulatory constraints dictated the rehabilitation and new construction of jail cells and program space due to overcrowding and life safety code requirements; and 2) there was a longstanding need to reorganize and reallocate space.

Built in 1954, this building was designed to add four additional floors on to the west half of the building. With county office and jail space requirements far exceeding available space, Dane County initiated the Vertical Expansion Project.

The Design task included addition of four floors and a penthouse onto an existing structure including 40,000 square feet of new office space and 40,000 square feet of new jail cells and support areas, and remodel 60,000 square feet of the existing building space. The remodeling of existing spaces involved over twenty individual pockets of construction that had to be phased and coordinated to allow all building functions to remain operational.

The existing building is clad in stone panels. The new addition, however, was finished with precast concrete panels because of economy and the ability to color match the existing weathered stone. To the passerby, unaware of the thirty year difference in construction, the building appears to be as it has been since 1954.
The City of Cedarburg, Wisconsin was first settled in 1844. The more prominent buildings remaining today in this 10,000 population community are native limestone structures built originally as lumber mills, flour mills, nail factories, breweries and woolen mills. These buildings have aged well and there is a concerted effort by Cedarburg citizens and local government to preserve and promote the City's historic charm. A compatible design was required.

There has been an acknowledged need for many years for an expanded postal facility. In 1979 the United States Postal Service purchased a prominent site in the central business district of the City adjacent to the recently constructed library and City Police Station. It was intended by the Postal Service that this project would be an owned facility, unlike many in that area.

The exterior material selected is a native limestone, laid in a pattern matching many of the nearby historic structures. The roof and building trim, although not direct copies of traditional wood moldings, reflect the feel and scale of the older local buildings. The roof is framed with wood trusses which permit a clear span of 56 feet to leave the workroom unencumbered by columns.
This historic courthouse has served the county since it was built in 1889. During the past 10 years the building had deteriorated to a critical point.

After a thorough on-site investigation, an extensive list of major and minor improvement projects were identified along with corresponding cost estimates and life cycle cost analysis where appropriate. A final report was presented recommending to replace the heating/cooling systems, total replacement of all windows, repair and tuckpointing the stone and brickwork, and reconstruction of the existing flat roof into a hip gabled roof to approximate the original design. A complete replication of the original roof design was deemed economically infeasible.

The closed loop heat pump system fully utilizes the building’s piping chases and mechanical room. Aluminum exterior clad wood windows retains the interior appearance and offers a maintenance free exterior.

The modified pitched roof does not restore the building’s original masonry and stone gable ends, but uses the steep pitches and slate colored concrete tile material to simulate the original appearance.
Naga-Waukee Park was designed to be a golf clubhouse with adequate storage for all golf carts and an eating facility. Also included are locker rooms for men and women, a pro shop, a dining area, a patio, a kitchen, storage rooms and offices. This design was sitesituated to take maximum advantage of views through the dining and lounging areas. The golf cart storage was placed below grade to allow for an unobstructed view. A patio was developed incorporating lightweight furniture to render both the exterior and interior spaces visually appealing. A large structural beam truss system was integrated into the window mullions accenting the graciousness of the lounging space.
“ASBESTOS - WHAT ASBESTOS???”

Why face danger — Stick your head in the sand!

It's called the Ostrich Syndrome.

If your plant, hospital, or building has asbestos, it’s not going to disappear — it must be removed! The longer you wait, the greater your liability.

Asbestos is a killer!

HSA Contractors, Inc. is a totally qualified and fully insured asbestos abatement professional. Highly trained and skilled specialists will solve your asbestos problem quickly with minimum disruption to your daily routine.

Call or write
HSA Contractors, Inc.,
today for more information.
You'll breathe easier.

HSA CONTRACTORS, INC.
111 W. Olive Street, P.O. Box 17737
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
(414) 962-4022
An unused 22 acre site with a vacant and deteriorating elementary school building presented a unique opportunity for providing new junior high school facilities on the west side of Beloit. Optimum economy was achieved by taking maximum advantage of the existing 1963 elementary building.

In order to unify the old building with the new addition, the entire facility has a new exterior finish that incorporates high efficiency insulation. All new classroom spaces on the second floor are provided with exterior windows. The second floor of the addition is partially constructed over the original building in order to create a compact and efficient building perimeter. It steps up the hill west of the original school to avoid rock layers that would have increased construction costs. All levels of the building are accessible to the handicapped.

Unique features include a major-multi-use space for cafeteria and assembly functions which can be opened to the gymnasium for large community functions. A highly efficient instructional materials center is located at the core of the new facility. Adjacent space is designed for computer instruction and study.
Concern about significant deterioration of the exterior facade as well as problems with water and air infiltration through faulty window systems at College Court Elderly Housing were cause for the City of Milwaukee to seek professional help.

College Court consists of twin, 13-story towers with 251 total units as well as a one-story building with common entrance classrooms, community room, kitchen, card and billiard room, laundry and lounge.

Installation of new Indiana Limestone piers and panels was completed to replace existing piers of brick and loose aggregate stone.

Scaffolding and planks were erected to facilitate removal of existing brick exterior facade floor by floor. The new limestone spandrel center panels and piers were installed on new steel frames, angles, and pier supports. Special hoist systems were used to lift and erect stone into place.

Work was completed on the project in November, 1985, without moving any of the residents from their apartments.
Perhaps commonplace in New York or Los Angeles, the idea of building a parking ramp in the air rights above privately-owned retail facilities was certainly new to La Crosse. For months the City of La Crosse attempted to convince property owners of a half-square block on Third Street in Downtown La Crosse to sell their properties, making room for a long-promised and necessary parking ramp. Adjacent to the west, on the other half of the square block, was the new First Bank Place, a ten-story banking and office facility that desperately needed parking for it to succeed. Just to the south of the tower was a major adaptive re-use, mini-mall property that also sorely required parking.

Three property owners refused to sell, negotiations reaching an impasse. The La Crosse Mayor, known for encouraging and facilitating important Downtown projects, convinced the owners to sell their properties in exchange for new facilities beneath the ramp. From a physical, rather than logistical perspective, the Main Street and Third Street addresses demanded a unique and sensitive marriage of the turn-of-the-century storefront buildings originally on and surrounding the site. The project was completed in phases between May and December 1985.
Ten pounds of building on a five pound site was the challenge of the Neenah City Hall project. If it could be made to work, the City could avoid the acquisition of additional property with potential condemnation and relocation problems. An additional bonus could be achieved by utilization of an existing city owned parking structure.

A small parcel of land between the police station, fire station, and parking ramp was to be the site of the Neenah City Hall if the design could accommodate the functional requirements.

The solution takes the form of a three story office building wrapping around the council chamber with an added stair and elevator to serve the existing ramp. Entrance may be from either of two streets on which the building fronts or from the parking ramp. All entrances open onto the lobby core which gives immediate access to the council chamber, City administrative offices, clerk, finance and vertical circulation to the remainder of the building.
Lambeau Field Press & Private Box Addition
Berners-Schober Associates, Inc.
Green Bay Packer Corporation
Green Bay

The solution places (68) private boxes and (4) Packer organization boxes on each side of Lambeau playing field on two levels. The boxes follow the curves of the stadium creating a graceful form. The boxes are reached by (4) elevator towers, (2) on each side, carrying the fans from the concourse lobby up 45 feet stopping at each level.

Each box accommodates (14) spectators with the view of the field offered from (2) levels of tiered seating inside the box. Each box comes furnished with a small serving kitchen and electrical audio-visual communication systems for further game appreciation. Support areas, public toilets, mechanical spaces and vending areas are located on the side opposite the field at each level.

The structure is composed of steel columns and beams with precast concrete planks for the floor and roof deck and is totally fireproofed within the enclosure. The structure has been designed to accommodate an additional third level for future expansion. The glass viewing side is formed by a mullion-less glass system providing over 340 feet of non-obstructed view.
Locating a maintenance building in a city park, and making it fit in, was a major requirement for the Appleton Park and Recreation Building.

The site is adjacent to a residential area, at the entrance to a major city park. The facilities include maintenance and repair of park department equipment and vehicles, administrative office space and public meeting and park equipment distribution.

The service areas are screened by landscaped berms and the public portion of the building uses stone and landscaping as major visual design elements.
Working with the City of Mauston, Mid-State Associates developed this four-level, two-story structure of irregular shape. The design is in response to a small, triangular site with thirteen feet of vertical drop and a program that demanded large areas of grade level access for both people and vehicles.

The facility contains municipal offices, council chambers, community meeting rooms, fire department training rooms and offices, vehicle storage for both fire trucks and ambulances, and a police department. Each area or office group may be open to the public without compromising the security of the remaining areas.
Who...

- Furnished and erected the Classic Car grill – Parking Garage – Chicago
- Furnished phone booths for A.T.&T. – Nation Wide
- Furnished and erected exterior Alucobond™ wall panels for Mitchell Field – Milwaukee
- Furnished and erected structural steel for Rockford Metro Center – Rockford
- Furnished and erected Alucobond fascia for Opus service center – Milwaukee
- Furnished and erected exterior Alucobond wall panels for Briggs and Stratton computer center – Wauwatosa
- Furnished and erected Alucobond fascia for Kohl’s – Brookfield
- Furnished and erected structural steel for Crown Space Center – Chicago
- Furnished and erected the exterior for McCormick Place Annex – Chicago
- Furnished and erected the exterior for First National Bank – Rockford

We did!

Jones & Brown Company, Inc.
568 West Winthrop Ave, Addison, IL 60101 • (312) 543-0300
Houston, Texas • (713) 956-6379
Designing, Building and Rebuilding for Tomorrow
The original city hall was built in 1939 as a WPA project and had remained essentially unchanged since that time. But as Plymouth grew, city hall became overcrowded and small for the needs of the city. The $1.1 million building and renovation project includes new quarters for the fire department, expanded facilities for the police department, new offices for the public works department, remodeling throughout city hall, and a new elevator to make the entire building handicapped accessible.

The new fire station is designed to be functional and modern in appearance yet blend with the older city hall structure. It is connected to city hall by a link which houses the new elevator and lobby area. The entrance will display restored pictures showing the history of Plymouth.

The entire exterior was sandblasted and restored to its original color. The existing roof was also replaced; the entire site has been landscaped, and a new parking lot added. City hall ceilings have been lowered and new lighting installed. Floors have been carpeted. Walls have been repainted and mini blinds fitted to all the windows in keeping with the color schemes.
The existing Village Hall built in 1941, and designed by Livermore and Samuelson Architects, originally housed all Village functions including police, public works, library, and village offices. In recent years some services were moved and others needed more space.

The existing building had a one story wing housing the police department and public works garage, which was removed to allow for the two story addition.

The design solution provides the village departments with a new central lobby. A large water well head house posed an interesting problem inasmuch as new spaces had to be planned around the well and the well had to be left operational while the new building was built around it.

The new and larger front entrance incorporated into the new addition reflects the existing building’s art deco flavor. Exterior color is introduced in the window frames, doors, light fixtures, signage and landscaping. The bearing wall abutting the addition was opened as much as security would allow to integrate the old and new into one contiguous lobby. The interior of the lobby is cheerful through the use of the two story high glass vestibule and bright colors for the wall and floor finishes.
Faced with a need to provide additional and more appropriate facilities to support a variety of activities for the University and local community, the University of Wisconsin-Stout set in motion the process of designing and constructing a new student center. The result was an 80,000 square foot facility that serves as the center and focal point of the 7500 student campus and surrounding community of Menomonie, Wisconsin.

The new Memorial Student Center is non-institutional in appearance and, as the center of the campus, has no back side. Instead, all facades have "front" entrances.

Set diagonally on the site, the building reflects the emphasis placed on reinforcing existing campus pedestrian traffic patterns to attract the maximum number of visitors to the facility.

The new student center is an outstanding example of barrier free design. It compliments the University’s extensive program in vocational rehabilitation and the large population of handicapped program participants by providing ramped entrances to both the upper and lower floors at all four major facades.
"Protect their dreams with concrete and masonry construction."

Concrete and masonry make good neighbors.

If your neighbor smokes in bed it could be extremely hazardous to your health. But with concrete and masonry construction, you and your family are protected. Concrete and masonry are absolutely non-combustible, and they are unsurpassed for sound deadening, lower maintenance and built-in peace of mind. When a building features concrete and masonry construction throughout, it features quality construction. Insist on concrete and masonry.

For more information on the multi-benefits of masonry and pre-cast concrete construction, please call the Multifamily Construction Advisory Committee at 414-251-4550.
In 1883 the construction of one of the finest opera houses in the country was completed. The Grand Opera House played host to many of the nation's top entertainment stars and political notables.

As the years went on, the theatre steadily deteriorated and finally reached its physical low point in the 1960's-70's. A number of groups unsuccessfully tried to save the Grand. In 1981 the City of Oshkosh held a referendum and the people, in a two to one vote, decided that the City should save the Grand.

Now in the fifth phase of successful reconstruction the theatre is closing in on completion at the end of September of this year.

Most features have been restored where code permits. Necessary code safety requirements have been implemented.

The adjoining building was purchased to provide much needed lobby, toilet room and other necessary functional spaces.

Because of the City of Oshkosh, the grand Opera House will achieve original grandeur.
The City of Elroy's train depot stood abandoned and in desperate need of repair. The Elroy Area Fire Association, Inc., recognized the depot's potential to give them a much needed fire station. Working with the Association, MSA developed plans and specifications to convert the depot into a fire station. Requirements included maintaining the original character of the 1910 depot, while providing vehicle storage and training areas.

The design provided space to house eight vehicles, a meeting room, a lounge, an office and restrooms. All new plumbing, heating, ventilating and air conditioning, and electrical systems were provided.

The project was completed for a total material cost of $60,000 and hundreds of hours of donated labor. The new fire station was officially dedicated as part of Elroy's Centennial Celebration in August, 1985.
This $1.6 million project consists of modernization and addition to the existing Army Reserve Center. Approximately 11,512 sq. ft. of the training building was involved in modernization and expansion. Areas requiring special design considerations included complete site design and landscape, library, training rooms, food service design, arms vault, classrooms, administrative and assembly rooms.

To comply with energy efficiency requirements outlined in the project scope, we implemented an outer insulated metal sheel and new greenhouse entrance, brick and insulated glazing allowing for a unique energy conscious structure with aesthetic qualities.
Klipstein Insurance Services

I. We are the exclusive representative in the state of Wisconsin for Design Professional Insurance Company.

II. We also represent all the available markets for professional liability insurance.

III. Services provided:
   A. Contract Review
   B. Comparison of Professional Liability Insurance policies
   C. Monitor claims
   D. Conduct In House Loss Prevention seminars

Contact: Paul Berta
216 North Midvale Boulevard
P.O. Box 5566 • Madison, WI 53705-0566
608-238-7181

Serving Midwest Architects & Developers
Landscape Architecture Land Planning Urban Design Zoning Exhibits

N63 W22039 Hwy. 74, Sussex, WI 53089 (414) 246-8491
The building committee, with respect for the individuality of its workers was opposed to open space design. They wanted specifically designed areas for their employees utilizing daylighting whenever possible. Therefore, no two offices are identical and all employees who spend the majority of their working day inside the building have been provided working spaces with windows. Furthermore, a decision was made to combine corridors and waiting areas thereby saving valuable space and money. Shuttered counters have been provided which open these waiting areas to the inner office windows and to the natural beauty of the surroundings.

Previously scattered county government offices were to be combined and relocated on a rural site at the geographic and demographic center of this sparsely populated northwestern Wisconsin county.

Advantage has been taken of the rolling land to provide functional access on more than one level. All public areas are within one flight of the main entrance. The secure detention area is isolated on the upper level.
The community of Tigerton needed a new elementary school. However, the school district's budget was limited, as was the long and narrow existing site. Preliminary plans and cost projections showed how the school could be built on the site, eliminating the need to purchase additional property.

Yielding to the school district's limited budget, the architects chose materials for low cost and durability, considering both initial costs and life cycle costs.

The wood truss roof with shingles was specified instead of a "flat" roof. Quarry tile was selected for corridors instead of resilient tile, which has higher maintenance costs. Classrooms were carpeted, providing a higher payback than tiled floors. Vinyl wall fabrics on feature walls require lower maintenance than painted walls. The mechanical system's variable air volume boxes allow control of individual areas.

Creative use of materials helped give Tigerton a new 30,908-square-foot elementary school for $27.30 per square foot.
If you send me a site plan plus a set of floor plans and elevations, I will be happy to estimate the cost of photographing your project.

P.O. Box 181, Onalaska, WI 54650.
The Cofrin family, descendents of the founder of Fort Howard Paper Company, commissioned Somerville Associates to design this observation tower as a memorial to the late John P. Cofrin. The tower is perched on the edge of the Niagara Escarpment north of the city of Green Bay and overlooks the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, the city and the bay to the west. Height of the observation platform is forty feet, the roof over 50 feet.

The structure is supported by four twisting wood poles supported on concrete piers anchored to bedrock. The poles are tied together by a steel collar and continue upward to support the platform, roof, and via suspension rods, the stair system.
With this CAD work station and AUTOCAD, they run NECK and NECK.
SPRING BAY CO.

SERVING OWNERS AND ARCHITECTS WITH:
• On-Site Observation
• Photographic and Written Reports
• Shop Drawing Review
• Project Representation
• Cost Control Strategies
• Pay Request Verification
• Periodic and Final Inspections
• Problem Resolution

Contract/Construction Administration Services

Daniel A. Waarvik CSI
Route 5, Box 202
Northfield, MN 55057
(612) 652-2936

OFFERING:
• architectural acoustical analysis
• field sound transmission class rating
• furniture testing
• OSHA noise compliance
• asbestos abatement
• window tests
• curtain wall tests
• thermal conductivity (R-values)
• roofing reviews

Appleton . . . (414) 733-8711
Eau Claire . . . (715) 832-0282
LaCrosse . . . . (608) 781-5330
Wausau . . . . (715) 359-9463

Newspaper publishers, hardware store owners and hundreds of other successful business people have discovered that Wick can answer their new building needs.

Since no one knows your business better than you, we listen to you first. Then we help plan a building to meet your needs best, including the most efficient layout to save you time and labor every day. We can also incorporate energy-saving features to keep monthly operating costs low. Finally, such details as doors, windows and finishes are matched to your needs and preferences.

We know the building business. Thirty years of experience and the Wick system for post-frame construction ensure that you get a quality building without expensive delays. You also save 20-40% over other construction methods.

To obtain a copy of our new commercial buildings brochure, contact your nearest Wick dealer, or call toll free at 1 800 356-9682. In Wisconsin, call 1 800 362-5457. Do it today.

Wick Buildings®
A product of Wick Building Systems, Inc.
Mazomanie, WI 53560

Support Your Advertisers

SAVE UP TO 75%
ACOUSTICAL CEILING CLEANING
• Up to 75% less than painting and replacement
• Restores acoustical value
• Remove smoke, yellowing from age, kitchen grease, etc.
• USDA & OSHA approved for customer safety
• Customer Satisfaction Guarantee.

A&J SPECIALTY SERVICES, INC.
P.O. Box 236
DeForest, Wisconsin
(608) 846-9525
STATEWIDE SERVICE
Pine View Health Care Center, completed in 1984, is a one-story, 155-bed facility serving psychiatric and geriatric nursing home residents. The design concept articulated the idea of community, neighborhood, and home, with all the activity levels, focal points, and visual variety of a home environment. Residents were provided with a variety of spaces responding to social needs, including opportunities for solitude and intimate group visiting. The concept of a community design approach also served to orient the residents circulating within the building. Activity levels increase as the resident ventures further from familiar room toward the large atrium lobby.

Windows, skylights, and greenhouses were used extensively. The views are useful not only in wayfinding and orientation, but also in providing awareness of the time of day and season of the year.

Staff reaction to the building has been enthusiastic. Overall success of the project is most evidenced by the constant and extensive use of the facility by the residents, particularly those who have seldom ventured from their rooms in the past.
Wisconsin Brick & Block Corporation

Distributors of:

*astra-glace*

glazed masonry units

W. R. MEADOWS

American Olean Tile

Serving Southern Wisconsin Architectural Needs For 80 Years.

Brick — Block — Pavers — Stone

2840 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 238-2636

---

VerHalen, Inc.

Madison
800/362-6601
Milwaukee
800/242-6212
Green Bay
800/242-1008

Oshkosh
800/231-7450
Racine
800/472-8686
Mequon
Opening July, 1986

75

Years of Service
1911-1986

---

Weck®

Glass Blocks

Quality Glass Products since 1900

We carry a wide variety of designs. In addition to our standard glass block selection (partial sampling shown in pictures 1 & 2), we also offer a selection of European Design glass blocks (partial sampling shown in pictures 3 & 4). All of our glass blocks are available in clear glass and some are also available in goldtone.

ABC Supply Co., Inc.
815 S. Pioneer Rd.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
414-921-1222

Milwaukee Glass Block
2300 W. Lincoln Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53215
414-647-2300
When your clients demand distinctive tile, come to... “Tile of Distinction”

Ceramic Tile Showrooms

a division of

BUTLER TILE SALES, INC.

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE
746 N. 109th Street / P.O. Box 26533
Wauwatosa, WI 53226 / Telephone: 414/476-0970

TILE OF DISTINATION
Ceramic Tile Showrooms
732 N. 109th Street / Wauwatosa, WI 53226
Telephone: 414/476-0970

We now have TWO WATS numbers for your convenience:
Use 1-800-242-0847 for Wisconsin calls,
and 1-800-792-3504 Extension 372 for out-of-state calls.

THE LINDEMANN GROUP
Architectural Product Sales
Representing:
- Wasco Skylighting Systems
- Alumax Architectural Metals
- Hughes Armour Wall Systems
- Peerless Replacement Windows

A Single Source for Construction Specialties Five Generations Since 1850.
P.O. Box 494  Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066
414-567-2880

CAD SYSTEMS OF WISCONSIN

AUTOCAD™
Systems
(Including all hardware and software)
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(Beginning and Advanced AutoCAD classes)
Support
(Experienced in architecture and engineering)
Service
(Onsite repair and maintenance)
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1-800-792-3504 ext 523
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Your client is a business person concerned with lowering the costs of business operations. Your design must address those needs. That’s why architects who design facilities for energy efficient businesses put a lot of effort into recommending the right system for the project...

Every possible energy use must be identified. Energy to produce heat. Electricity. Steam. Cooling.

When all the alternatives have been considered, you may find that cogeneration is the answer. Cogeneration. A technology that can help squeeze the very most out of your client’s energy dollars. Cogeneration is a way to solve all of your client’s energy needs through the use of a single fuel source...low cost natural gas!

We have information to share regarding the feasibility of cogeneration systems. So when you’re considering the alternatives, remember to call a Wisconsin Gas Industrial Gas Engineer.

Call us today at (414) 291-6990. Considering the abundant supply of inexpensive natural gas...can you afford not to?
ACORN ENGINEERING COMPANY

Acorn's stainless steel Washfountains are designed to provide multi-person washing facilities in less space than conventional lavatories. Models are available with one to eight stations and in circular, semi-circular and corner configurations. Intended for use by everyone, including the handicapped, these fixtures offer water conservation surpassing the requirements of all known federal, state and local codes. Acorn washfountains are factory assembled for easy installation and require little or no maintenance. Contact Acorn or your local representative for product literature.

15125 Proctor Avenue • City of Industry, CA 91744-0527
(818) 336-4561

IF ALUMINUM LEAVES YOU COLD, WARM UP TO WOOD.

Every Marvin Door is constructed of fine-grained Ponderosa pine, chosen for its excellent insulating properties and beauty. Our retro sliding door and terrace doors can make an aluminum door replacement special. Double-sealed insulating glass is standard. Or you can choose energy-saving Low E glass. And our weatherstripping provides one of the lowest air infiltration rates in the industry.

So warm up to wood. Warm up to a Marvin Door.

Builders World, Inc.
P.O. BOX 881, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 53187
(414) 542-8883
(800) 242-2206

LA FORCE

WE HAVE SUPPLIED MANY EXCITING PROJECTS THROUGHOUT THE STATE...

AND OUR TRADITION IS GROWING STRONGER
- Hollow Metal Doors and Frames
- Builders Hardware
- Wood Doors
- Toilet Partitions
- Bath Accessories

LAFORCE Hardware and Manufacturing Co.
1060 W. Mason St., Green Bay, WI 54303
414-497-7100

THE REPUTATION YOU CAN BUILD ON

Gyp-Crete 2000

ACOUSTICAL FLOORS
OF WISCONSIN, INC.
P.O. Box 477
Pewaukee, WI 53072
Telephone (414) 691-9105

Times Change

Shouldn't You?

Though principles of good design never change, Gyp-Crete knows that construction methods must meet the changing demands of today. The Great Pyramid at Gizeh is still considered by many to be the perfect design, however, it was labor intensive, time-consuming, and expensive.

Construction methods have changed, however, since its completion 4600 years ago. Introducing Gyp-Crete 2000, a high strength, pourable underlayment that requires no sanding to provide a smooth surface. Application depths of ¼" to 3" cover irregularities in pre-cast concrete, wood frame construction, and renovation projects.

Gyp-Crete 2000 has an average compressive strength from 1500 to 2500 p.s.i. depending on the design mix and it does not develop shrinkage cracks.

Gyp-Crete 2000 is your best choice for all projects that will carry your name — today and tomorrow.
The VIS system of architectural signage and display cases satisfies any signage requirement. VIS architectural signage encompasses several formats — flat wall-mounted, laterally wall-mounted, ceiling mounted and free-standing. For eye-catching information and product displays, VIS offers a range of modular showcases which are available in a variety of styles and finishes.

For more information contact Lynn Perry, LETERON CO., 3305 Kashiwa St., Torrance, CA 90505 213-543-1630.

The VERAX® XAN-TRAN™ makes the new 1/4 inch diameter 12 volt decorative designer tube light the first transformer-less low power decorative light. It is available in 2,3,6,9,12,15 ft lengths with invisible connectors. They can be cut to the desired length with an ordinary scissors without loss of bulb or lights. For more information contact VERAX CORP., 1425 N. Crescent Hts. Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90046 213-653-3681.

PANELBLOC CORP. introduces its expanded line of infrared unit heaters in a new four-page brochure. Literature includes specifications and other information concerning both panel and tube-type heaters.
What's the difference between a roof window and a skylight?

The difference is very straightforward. A roof window opens and pivots so both glass surfaces can be cleaned from inside. A skylight does not pivot for cleaning. Of course, there is a difference in quality and value among manufacturers. But, a simple comparison of features, quality and price will show you why VELUX, with 44 years of experience and craftsmanship, is the world leader.

In addition to our four distinctive models, VELUX provides precision-engineered prefabricated flashings to make installation easy and weathertight. We also offer quick delivery and a full range of optional accessories and glazing.

To learn more about the difference and the possibilities, write for our free 24-page full-color brochure, "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights."

VELUX® The world leader in roof windows and skylights.

Mail this coupon. We'll send you a free copy of "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights" and a price list within 24 hours.

VELUX-AMERICA INC.
1410 Kirk St.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Public Telephones from Wisconsin Bell... An Important Human Consideration

An architect planning a modern building is faced with an overwhelming number of decisions. Federal, state and local codes must be met, energy efficiency strives for, and, above all, the human element considered. The wants and needs of the people who make a building their working "home" for some forty hours each week, as well as the convenience of others who visit the building daily, are considered in the early planning stages.

Public Telephones Provide A Service People Want, Need and Expect

Experienced architects call on many support resources early-on in each project. Wisconsin Bell has Public Communications Specialists ready to survey the public telephone needs based on a building's location and anticipated traffic flow. Together with the architect, Wisconsin Bell's specialists determine public phone locations that blend in with the structure's design and remain convenient to the building's tenants and visitors. Wisconsin Bell specialists also can point out other important details.

Convenient Phone Placement Considers Special Needs

Accommodating the disabled requires special consideration. Architects are aware of Federal mandates in this area, and Wisconsin Bell specialists have the resources to provide guidance in choosing barrier-free enclosures with correct heights of coin slots and dials.

Helpful Signage Points the Way

A simple, recognizable, identifiable sign calls the public's attention to the service they seek. Public telephones that people cannot find are little better than no phones at all.

Wisconsin Bell Public Communications Specialists point the architect's way to signage in harmony with the texture, material, color and design of the area.

Public Telephones Provide A Revenue Source Without A Downside

Commissions from public phone use can add up to an attractive sum. It's a revenue source without expenses. Because Wisconsin Bell owns the public telephones, they also install and maintain them.

Public Phone Planning Assistance Easily Available

Wisconsin Bell is ready to help building designers add the convenience and efficiency of public telephone service. Our Public Communications Specialists are qualified to provide the guidance needed to equip a building with this much needed and desired service.

Call Wisconsin Bell at 1-393-2772 TOLL-FREE*  
*Only when dialed from another Wisconsin Bell customer telephone number.
1987 DIRECTORY OF WSA ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS

A Directory of Wisconsin Architectural Firms with at least one principal who is a member of the WSA will be published in the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT. The Directory will also be distributed to contractors, public owners, individuals and companies that contact the WSA requesting the names of architects for a proposed project.

It is very important that all interested firms complete and return this information sheet by October 15, 1986 in order to be listed in the Directory.

QUESTIONNAIRE

FIRM NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS

STREET

CITY __________ STATE __________ ZIP CODE __________

PHONE NUMBER (Area Code) ____________________________

PRINCIPALS/ OWNERS/OFFICERS

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION

I. FIRM PERSONNEL

Registered Architects ______

Total employees of firm ______
II CATEGORIES OF ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES AVAILABLE AND APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE BY CATEGORY (Due to space limitations, no more than ten categories of services will be shown for firms. The approximate percent by category should be in increments of not less than 5% and should total 100%.

- Small Scale Office Buildings
- Large Scale Office Buildings
- Shopping Centers - Retail
- Solar and/or Earth Sheltered
- Architect Designed Homes
- Apartments - Condominiums
- Restaurants
- Banks/Financial
- Medical-Health Care
- Townhouses

- Planning
- Interior Design
- Educational
- Industrial
- Design/Build
- Restoration/Renovation
- Landscape Architecture
- Churches/Worship
- Municipal Buildings

III SIX RECENT EXEMPLARY PROJECTS (PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT)

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO:

Wisconsin Society of Architects
321 S. Hamilton Street
Madison, WI 53703

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED BY OCTOBER 15, 1986
DURING THIS YEAR PLEASE NOTIFY THE WSA/AIA OFFICE IMMEDIATELY OF ANY ADDRESS CHANGES

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER INFORMATION REQUEST

The following information is needed by the WSA/AIA Office to update our records and insure prompt receipt of all WSA mailings during 1987. This information is also needed for the roster to be printed in the February issue of the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT. Please complete and return to the WSA Office by October 15, 1986.

MEMBER'S NAME:

(LAST)  (FIRST)  (MIDDLE)

CLASSIFICATION:  ______  AIA MEMBER (SEE BACK)
   ______  ASSOCIATE MEMBER
   ______  PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATE
   ______  MEMBER EMERITUS
   ______  FELLOW
   ______  STUDENT

CHAPTER:  ______  NORTHEAST
   ______  NORTHWEST
   ______  SOUTHEAST
   ______  SOUTHWEST

I would prefer to receive WSA/AIA mailings at:  ______  RESIDENCE
   ______  BUSINESS

BUSINESS ADDRESS

FIRM NAME

STREET

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE

AREA CODE  PHONE NUMBER

RESIDENCE ADDRESS

STREET

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE

AREA CODE  PHONE NUMBER

(over)
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH CATEGORY OF EMPLOYMENT YOU ARE IN AT THE PRESENT TIME BY PLACING A CHECK MARK IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

CATEGORY OF MEMBERSHIP

_____ Principal of Firm, "A" Scale - ratio of technical and professional employees to principals is 10 or more
_____ Principal to Firm, "B" Scale - ratio of technical and professional employees to principals is less than 10
_____ Employee of Firm
_____ Employee of Government, supervises 10 or more employees
_____ Employee of Government, supervises less than 10 employees
_____ Employee of Industry, supervises 10 or more employees
_____ Employee of Industry, supervises less than 10 employees
_____ Employee of Education - tenured position
_____ Employed in Education - non-tenured position
A PANEL DISCUSSION.

We went straight to the experts pictured above for the answers to some of the most frequently asked questions in the architectural panel market: “What company can I go to that will serve as a consultant to me and my contractors?” “What company has a reputation for innovation at the design stage when I need it most?” “What company handles all the big names like Stonecast by Sanspray, Stonehenge, Kiefstone, and Permatone S by Manville, Weyerhaeuser Panel 15, Masonite Flame Test, AlumaWall, and Granex Composite Stone Panels?” In short: “Where can I go to find a problem solver?”

Their answer? It appears to be unanimous.

For your free “SINGLE SOURCE BOOK,” call or write:
S & S Sales Corporation, Architectural Division, 12030 West Silver Spring Road, Milwaukee, WI 53225
Toll-free 1-800-792-3504, ext. 329